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LIVING WITH NUCLEAR POWER AND PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

Mr. RolandLAUER
Mayor of Obrigheim, Germany

I've been mayor of Obrigheim/Germany since 1991. Among other things Obrigheim has

become well-known throughout the world for its nuclear power plant. When I was running for

mayor I had to face the dilemma, how to deal with the question of nuclear power energy. At that

point of time all my knowledge concerning nuclear power energy came from the media, both

print and TV. I admit that was quite it biased and not complete. As you know- ,,no news is good

news"

So I had to collect information from as many sources as possible to be capable of a personal

opinion. Many inspections of the plant, many talks with employees, examination boards and

approbation authorities, with fellow mayors of the surrounding communities and several

acquaintances, that have dealt with this matter for their whole career were the basis towards

improvement of my mind. Today I can state that I have confidence in nuclear power energy,

even considering the fact that several problems are still to be solved. I' II come back to this

topic a little later.

Before I started my term as mayor I dealt with the economic structure of firms in Obrigheim. I'm

quite aware that a sound mixture of business and industry is an advantage for a community.

Obrigheim has always been stamped with the reputation of its nuclear power plant in the first

place. There are some other even bigger companies that are operating world wide providing

the community with a vast number of jobs. Nevertheless the nuclear power plant plays a

dominating role.

In my opinion the people that live in Obrigheim and the surrounding villages support the

existence of the nuclear power plant in its present state. The owners of the plant have informed

the public quite openly and they have attached great importance towards the safety during both

construction and operation of the plant. The co-operation with the local authorities and the

public has been still very good. The employees of the plant are fully integrated into the life of

the community.

For 14 month, during 1990 and 1991 the plant was temporarily closed as the government of

Baden-Wuttemberg ordered a stop of the operation. Legal questions concerning the licence to

operate.had to be cleared. Since then the plant has produced power without any problems.

There have also been a number of verdicts, all of them aiming at the ultimate closing down of

the plant. The plant has been examined carefully in order to find reasons that would make a

closing possible.
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The former minister of the environment of Baden-Wurttemberg -wel l known as an opponent to

nuclear power - had to grant the approval towards the reopening plant as the results of the

examination had been extremely convincing. A parliamentary examination board stated that

there were no doubts as to the present state of safety.

As I have already mentioned, I'm firmly convinced that there should be a variety of industries in

the economic structure of a community.

This point of view lead us to take the initiative together with the other surrounding communities

to create jobs in our area no matter what was happening to the nuciear power plant. After many

talks and many years that went by the 5 communities have come together and have started to

form an alliance in. order to develop and market a common industrial zone.

The technological park Neckar-Odenwald is situated between Heidelberg and Stuttgart at the

SundesstraGe 292 - 20 km away from the Highway 6 that connects Marmneirn arid Stuttgart

and only 10 km from the Airport Mosbach-Lohrbach, a place that allows commercial flights

within Germany and even Europe. The Internationa! airports of Frankfurt and Stuttgart are only

80 and 50 minutes away respectively.

Orsce the community had bought 65 acres and they had obtained the legal permits, they stalled

the development, in the meantime the first lot has been sold. More firms are ready to purchase

ground. The price of a lot is 80 Marks per square meter including facilities like ISDN, data

transfer by special cable as well as reasonable local fees.

This sounds perfect - giving ine impression that our area might be ready for the eventual

ciosing day. Nevertheless we insist on a continued operation time for our nuciear power plant,

in addition we have a legal right for suitable areas housing a new nuclear power plant. If ever

the old nuclear power plant should be closed down we own the land for a new plant, it's on

advantage that the necessary infrastructure is already in place.

Anyway, we have to see things realistically: at the time being no investor will be found who

under the present political conditions and the global market situation would finance a new

nuclear power plant. The opening of the energy market and the low prices for energy support

my theory.

What is the scenario that enables us to maintain the standards for the communities with regard

to jobs and their financial situation?
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Let me put it this way: Let's kill two bird with one stone.

We will defend our nuclear power plant and its further operation with all possible legal means.

The region will support this by attending demonstrations and supporting the respective parties.

In addition we are taking advantage of all possible political and economical contacts to counter

the early closing down of our plant. The operators of the KWO play the most important role in

this game. The federal government presently succeeds in slowing down the operation of the

plants by cutting of their supplies.

The operators of the nuclear power plant are interested in finding an agreement with the

government. They are willing to sacrifice the smaller plants at the costs of maintaining the

bigger ones. From there they want to transport' radioactive waste like used fuel elements to

intermediate storage plants or recycling depots.

These are the problems that besiege us.

All discussions about the pros and cons are without the technical facts. Up until now the focus

point of the discussion was the alleged lack of safety. The actual discussion is more about the

age of the plant. Obviously they insinuate that old power plants aren't safe. This can be

disproven through the example of Obrigheim. The plant has been thoroughly examined, like no

other plant in the country. The result was very satisfying and no weakness in the safety was

found. An actual security analysis of the "Authority for the Security of Nuclear Power Plants"

certifies that the nuclear power plant Obrigheim operates at a standard of safety comparable to

new international plants.

On top of that, the nuclear power plant Obrigheim is the only nuclear power plant in Germany

that will offer on location the intermediate storage facility that everyone is asking for. The

transportation of fuel elements from Obrigheim, although proven to be safe and without

problems, will no longer be necessary in the next 30 or 40 years. Therefore the nuclear power

plant Obrigheim is the first and will be for many years the only nuclear power plant in Germany

that fulfils the crucial requirements of a long-term operating time of a nuclear power plant. So

why shut it down?
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From a present point of view experts agree that at the moment there is no other form of energy

than nuclear energy that offers such a variety of technological developmental possibilities.

Regenerative forms of energy will always play their part but like today, not a significant one. It'll

be important for the future, to have a good mix of energy supplies, like we have if today.

In doing this we can't forget the goals with regard to the world climate. 1 think that it is wrong to

increase the use of fossil fuels, as it is done today in Germany. Following a present study

through the increased use of coal and gas, the pollutants in the air, especially the

environmentally damaging carbondioxides, will have increased by at ieast 30 per cent by the

year 2020.

But - stiii following that study - we'll consume between 60 and 100 billion Kilowatt hours of

nuclear energy in Germany in the year 2020, although the German government wants to have

closed down all German nuclear power plants by then.

So I ask again: Why shut down the plants when at the same time in the long run we'll depend

on the import of nuclear energy from other European plants?

Are nuclear power plants maybe not as dangerous as one tries to make the German public

believe over and over again?

At the moment there are about 430 nuclear power plants in operation world-wide and one asks

himself if all the responsible people in those countries underestimate the risks for the

population by keeping them in operation. I don't think so and I'd like to refer to a presentation

by Dr. G. Ott, the president of the German National Committee of the World Energy Council,

given at the symposium ,,30 years of the nuciear power plan! Obrigheim" with the title "Politics

of German energy - a single handed effort"? If you are interested I have some copies of this

text at your disposal.
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Let me quickly address the problems mentioned at the beginning of my speech about nuclear

energy that still need solving. Without a doubt the main problem is the disposal of the

radioactive waste. This is also a big concern of the general population. Isn't this question the

most crucial question as far as the acceptance of nuclear energy throughout the population is

concerned? In the last few years, expert opinions and expert knowledge here in the Federal

Republic of Germany have been made known, which stated, that the problem of disposal is not

a technical problem but a political one. It is more incomprehensible that the government wants

to start once again the search for a new location for a final storage facility and wants to get the

nuclear power plants to build intermediate storage facilities on location. In my opinion this is

nothing but tactics in order to bring commotion and rejection into the population.

It's more important than ever, that all responsible politicians and especially the managers in the

energy sector give technical and complete information and do their public relation work more

offensively.

In my opinion offensive public relation work concerning the peaceful use of nuclear power

doesn't get the recognition, that it should get. This is a point we should and must work on.

For us, the mayors of communities with nuclear power plants, it will become extremely

important, to co-operate and to start concerted actions on all levels. The foundation of a

European representative board could be a step in the right direction.
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